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If you've done any video broadcasts in the last decade, the odds are at least you've heard of Roku. The company's set-top box gained popularity alongside streaming giant Netflix and at one point the two companies were actually merged. Today Roku still offers set-top boxes, now with support for 4K streaming, HDR, surround sound and more. It also
competes with Google Chromecast and Amazon Fire TV with smaller streaming sticks. Roku even has deals with many TV manufacturers around the world to release smart TVs under the Roku TV brand. This means that for beginners to roku, it can be confusing knowing which device to buy. To help, we've added this comprehensive year buyer's guide, with
information about each company's offering, as well as some experience in the company and platform. What does Roku mean? Roku is a line of set-top boxes, streaming sticks and smart TVs that allow you to stream media from different online platforms. Set-top boxes paved the way for small, affordable streaming chopsticks that millions of consumers
around the world now use to watch Netflix, Hulu, Disney Plus and more. The first Device of the Year, released in 2008, was developed in collaboration with Netflix, which started its online streaming business a year earlier in 2007. Instead of spending it under the Netflix brand, it has been transformed into a separate company to avoid potential licensing
issues. In 2010, Roku devices outpaced the competition by offering HD streaming from the YEAR HD-XR, and at the same time several streaming services handled it. In 2015, 4 was released: the first device to support UHD (4K) streaming. Related: Does Amazon Prime Video support 4K resolution? Since then, Roku has expanded its offer with a wide range
of devices at different prices. One of the main things that separates them from competitors is the support for almost all streaming platforms and the included remote control. Why is it called Roku? What does Roku mean? The origin of the brand comes from the company's founder Anthony Wood. The word Roku means six in Japanese and it was the sixth
company he founded. Wood continues to remain president and CEO of Roku, inc. in 2020.How do Roku devices work? Using your Roku is easy. All you have to do is plug it in, sign in to your Roku account (or create it for free) and choose the content you want to stream. Roku divides your content into channels that can be a TV network, website, app, or
streaming service like Netflix.Depending on where you live in the world, you'll have free access to several Roku channels. There is no subscription fee, and as long as you are roku device, you can stream these channels for free. One of them is roku channel, which has a small selection of movies and programs and is permanently free. When you start the
Roku stick, you can use the remote control Select the channel you want to watch, add, or subscribe to channels in your account, or search for content to watch. One of the great features of Roku devices is that once you've set up your channels, you can search for content in all of them at once, rather than browsing each individual library separately. If the
content you want to watch doesn't appear on one of your channels, Roku will show you even the cheapest way to watch it. The best channels of the YearIt literally has thousands of channels per year, with a huge selection of both free and premium channels for both children and adults. Below we've listed some of the best channels of the Year to give you an
idea of what's available on the platform. Apple TV Plus - Apple's platform is filled with exclusive TV shows and movies, available for a small subscription fee. Crackle - This free ad platform has a solid list of popular videos that often rotate. CuriosityStream - a subscription streaming service filled with great documentaries and other non-fiction content. Disney
Plus - Disney's subscription service includes all animated classics, as well as Pixar, Marvel, Nat Geo and Star Wars catalogs. HBO — An impressive library of original HBO TV shows and movies is available for a monthly fee, but the expanded HBO Max catalog is not supported. Hulu — a large selection of TV shows and some movies, with and without
advertising plans available. MLB.tv - One of the many sports subscription channels of the year to stream all Major League Baseball games.Netflix — the largest subscription streaming service in the world. The streaming quality depends on the subscription plan you choose. PBS Kids - Free access to classic children's programs like Sesame Street, Arthur and
The Electric Company, with no ads or interruptions. Prime Video - Amazon includes a library of content for a subscription fee, as well as the ability to purchase and rent individual titles. Channel of the Year - Free ad-supported access to a rotating list of movies and TV shows. Access to the Roku channel can also be accessed by Roku customers on mobile
devices with dedicated apps for Android and iOS.Twitch, the most popular video game streaming platform available for free. Streamers can run ads and in-app subscriptions are available. YouTube , the largest video platform, works largely the same as a phone app or website, allowing you to stream more than a billion hours of content free of charge. What
about the recorder? Roku devices are quite cheap streaming options and as such don't have built-in DVR features. Most of them have very little storage on board. Only more expensive models, like Roku Ultra, they offer an extension of the memory of the SD card. But nowadays, the ubiquity of streaming is another way to get a dVR on your Roku device— a
cloud dvr. Many services such as YouTube TV, Hulu with live TV and fuboTV, fuboTV, to save live content to the cloud and stream it at any time. Don't miss: Here are the best live TV servicesOne is great because it eliminates the need for storage on your device and allows you to stream in other rooms of your home (or other homes entirely). However, this
also means that you won't be able to stream them offline, which is one of the main DVR draws in the first place. RokuRoku's best devices offer a line of streaming devices at a variety of prices, including set-top boxes, streaming poles, and even other types of products such as smart speakers. Chances are, if you've found your way into this Roku buyer's
guide you're looking for a streaming device, so let's start with them. Read more: Best Streaming Players of the Year: What are your options? Below are our picks of the best Roku streaming devices you can buy right now. The latest ones were released at the end of 2019 and there is no word yet on the updated models for 2020. A little further, we also
included detailed information about other Roku products, such as the soundbar and the Roku TV. Year ExpressThe best device in the composition of the Year 2019 is Express. It's a small and simple HDMI device that provides everything you need to start streaming on any modern TV. It connects to the Internet via Wi-Fi and comes with a basic remote control
for menu navigation and playback control. Streaming is limited to HD 1080p, and the remote control doesn't have any special features like headphone jack or voice control. Nevertheless, it is the best device of the Year for casual observers. It works at just $30, making it a great entry point into the Roku ecosystem. If you can afford to release a bit more, you
should check out the exclusive Walmart Roku Express Plus. Adds voice commands and the ability to control normal TV functions with a remote control, eliminating the need to juggle two remote controls. It only costs $10 more, bringing the total cost to $40.Check Roku Express pricingCheck Roku Express Plus pricingRoku Premiere4K TVs have become
more affordable over the years, and if you want a Roku streaming device that supports this resolution, you'll want to take a look at Roku Premiere. This is the cheapest model to offer UHD 4K streaming with HDR. Read also: The best 4K monitors you can get on budgetPart from this, it's virtually identical to Roku Express. You get the same basic remote
control without voice control and connect over a single-band Wi-Fi network. The good news is that it costs only $10 more, you can get a fix for 4K streaming for as little as $40.Check Roku Premiere pricingRoku Streaming Stick PlusIf is one Roku device that we would have to choose for most users, it would be the Roku Streaming Stick Plus. It has a smaller
appearance resembling a USB stick that plugs into the so it does not clutter the entertainment system. It can also be connected directly to the TV's USB port for power supply (although make sure your TV supports it first). Despite its small size, Roku Streaming Stick Plus offers many features: UHD 4K, HDR and high-end remote control with voice control
features. It's a lot of convenience for a device that costs only $60.But before you go out and buy it, you should check out Best Buy-exclusive Roku Streaming Stick Plus HE (pictured above). It has all the same features, but the remote also has a headphone jack. Audio is streamed directly from your Roku device, so you don't have to mess with your existing
home sound configuration. There is even a set of headphones in the box! To make things even better, this improved model carries exactly the same price. This makes Streaming Stick Plus HE the best device of the Year with the best value, provided you have access to the Best Buy location nearby. Check out Roku Streaming Stick Plus pricingCheck Roku
Streaming Stick Plus HE pricingRoku UltraThe Roku Ultra is the most premium device of the year currently offering. It has all the ringtones and whistles you'd expect from a high-end model: 4K UHD, HDR, high-end remote control, and even an Ethernet port for a more consistent streaming connection. There are a few things that make roku ultra remote better
than other models. First, it has a headphone jack for private listening. You will find a nice set of JBL insoles to get started in the box. The voice-enabled remote also has customizable buttons that can be programmed to instantly go to your favorite Roku channels. Read also: Best headphones under $50If you're someone who keeps losing remotes in the
abyss of couch cushions, there's even a Find My Remote button on the streaming device itself. All this is included in the price, however, with this model running at about $100. You can save some money by buying a Walmart-exclusive Roku Ultra LT that turns fancy JBL earbuds into a normal kit and removes new customizable buttons on the remote control.
Besides, you still have the same great streaming experience. It costs $80, so you can put those extra $20 toward more streaming subscriptions! Check prices Roku Ultra LT Other devices of the YearBy streaming devices are by far the most popular products of the Year, the company also offers several other gadgets. These include both high-quality streaming
speakers and smart TVs with Roku operating system. Some of them are produced by Roku itself, but TVs are always made in collaboration with established brands such as HiSense or TCL. Perhaps the most attractive is roku Soundbar. Solves two problems with one device. Not only does it improve the speakers of your existing TV, but it also has built-in 4K
streaming support and comes with a remote control. Costs $180, with an additional Year of the Year subwoofer Roku speakers available. These additional speakers are also able to connect to Roku TVs, eliminating the need for other streaming devices. If soundbar roku is a little too expensive for you, streambar year is an option. It costs $130, but packs
similar features to the more expensive siblings, including support for 4K streaming and Spotify Connect smarts. Related: How to get Spotify on TVs of the Year, sticks and boxesIt's on the market for many smart TVs of the Year, and some of them start as early as $130. They are a solid alternative to streaming devices for people who have outdated TVs and
want to upgrade. The year of the year was one of the first companies to cross the trail to an unknown desert of streaming media a decade ago. There are now many more options available. Some of them come from the largest companies in the world, such as Google, Apple and Amazon.Read also: The best media streaming devices you can buyIf you are not
completely convinced by any of the above Roku devices, we have broken down some of the best alternatives below. These are not Smart TVs that often have many of the same capabilities, but are too numerous to mention here. Google ChromecastGoogle launched its first Chromecast streaming hardware key in 2013 and has since expanded the line with
two models. The cheapest, simply called Chromecast, costs $35 and allows for HD quality. Chromecast Ultra, costing $69, allows 4K streaming and has an Ethernet port for a more consistent connection. Read also: 16 things you didn't know you could do with Google Home and ChromecastPrice-wise, it makes Chromecast devices comparable to Roku
streaming sticks, but in practice they work completely differently. First, there is no operating system or channel storage. To stream to your TV via Chromecast, you'll need to throw media from your smartphone or computer. Most streaming apps support cast, so compatibility isn't a big problem. An even bigger difference is the lack of a remote control on most
models. Just like you need another device (usually your phone) to start streaming via Chromecast, you also need it to control playback. Google solved this problem by releasing Chromecast from Google TV, which comes with a remote control and uses a slightly different user interface. At just $50, it's a fantastic alternative to The Year ultra.Apple TVWay
back in 2007, before Roku even entered the streaming game, Apple has already released a streaming set-top box called Apple TV. There are currently two Apple TV devices available: Apple TV HD and Apple TV 4K. Apple TV devices work very similarly to Roku, with built-in operating system and app store for navigating streaming services. Both are
equipped with a physical remote control, but you can also use a regular remote control or remote app on your smartphone. As expected of Apple-branded devices, they start with much more than most competitors. The HD model costs $149, while the 4K model has two versions with 32 GB of memory ($179) and 64GB of memory ($199). However, all new
purchases come from the free year Apple TV Plus, which normally costs 60.Amazon Fire TVAmazon, not to be outdoed by other tech giants, currently offers three streaming devices under the fire TV brand. They run on Android-based Fire OS, which has channel support similar to Roku OS. However, Fire TV does not support nearly as many channels. Read
also: What is Amazon Prime? Costs, features and moreExist two streaming sticks on offer: only amazon fire tv stick HD at $40 and Fire TV Stick 4K at $50. There's also a set-top box called the Fire TV Cube, which adds integration with Amazon Echo smart speakers and costs $120.All three come with Alexa voice remotes, making them a great alternative to
Roku streaming devices. They're best for people who've already bought into Amazon's home ecosystem, or for people who just love using voice commands to control everything in their homes. Nvidia Shield TV The most commercially available Android TV devices, but nvidia shield tv is easily the best. This requires a unique approach, including a Tegra X1+
processor that is more powerful than the processor found in Nintendo Switch consoles. It allows you to play various games and, more importantly, exclusive 720p content up to 4K with the help of nvidia AI neural network. Read also: Nvidia Shield TV 2019 review: The best box for Android TV, againWive the latest models are available from 2019. The first is a
standard Tv Shield with 8GB of storage and 2GB of RAM, which costs $150. The more powerful Shield TV Pro costs $200, with 16GB of storage and 3GB of RAM. Both models are equipped with a convenient remote control. Older models were equipped with a gamepad, but Nvidia dropped it on Shield TV and Shield TV Pro.Capable of running demanding
Android games and AAA titles via the GeForce Now streaming service, Nvidia Shield TV devices are a great option for those who want to stream media and games from time to time. The streaming device doesn't hold a candle on next-generation PlayStation 5 and Xbox Series X consoles, but it's still one of the best android TV boxes. Other FAQQ: Does
Roku have Disney Plus? A: Yes, there is a channel for Disney Plus. Read more about it here. Q: Does Roku have YouTube? A: Yes, there is a free channel for YouTube.Q: What about YouTube TV? A: Yes, there is another channel for YouTube TV. Q: Does Roku have HBO Max? A: No, HBO Max is not available on Roku devices. You can access the HBO
app, but it doesn't include additional HBO Max content. Learn more about HBO Max Q: Which Year is best? A: For most users, Roku Streaming Stick Plus HE is the best option. It offers UHD 4K streaming and i headphone jack for as little as $60. Its only downside is that you can only buy it at Best Buy.Q: Are Roku channels free? A: Some Roku channels
such as Pluto TV, PBS Kids, Crackle, Roku Channel, YouTube and others are available for free. Many subscription channels, such as Crunchyroll and Cartoon Network, have limited ad libraries. Q: Does Roku have a web browser? A: No, there are no browsers in the Channel Store. In the past, there were web browsers, but they have since been removed.
Q: Is the year free? A: Yes! There are no additional subscription fees after purchasing the device, which can be done for as little as $30. Some channels may pull support for older models, but this is not something you should worry about new devices. Devices.
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